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Equity Creator Is Changing The Way Consumers Get Out Of Debt

Atlanta, GA July 11, 2007 – EC Media Group, Inc. announces the much anticipated launch of the online
Equity Creator® Financial Blueprint. Consumers go online for a FREE snapshot of how fast they can be
debt free spending the same monthly payment.

July 10, 2007 - PRLog -- The customized blueprint is a debt elimination financial plan that can be
purchased online for less than a hundred dollars, making this affordable to anyone searching for financial
freedom.

The nation's consumer debt is running totally out of control. In 1995 the nation's consumer debt crested $1
trillion of installment type debt (not including mortgages). This year, we will pass $2.45 trillion.  For the
first time ever recorded, Americans owe more money than they make by more than eight percent, with no
end it sight.

Keep in mind that it took over 200 years to build the first trillion dollars of consumer debt. It took us less
than ten years to hit the second trillion, and we are on pace to hit the third trillion within 5 years.
 
At our current pace, we could easily eclipse $30 trillion by the year 2020. It doesn't take a mathematical
genius to figure out what that would do to our families and our nation's economy.

There are places to go for help if the consumer is delinquent, there are places to go for financial planning,
but were do consumers go if they are barely making it, not saving for retirement or just a couple paychecks
away from bankruptcy, or simply never seem to get ahead?

Now there is hope for anyone who fits this description.  The customized Equity Creator® Financial
Blueprint gives the consumer the tools needed to become totally debt free in ? to ½ the time spending their
same current monthly payment.  

It is not left up to the individual to come up with the plan to get out of debt.  There are no theories or
complicated formulas for the consumer to figure out.  Their personal debt numbers are calculated with
exactly how much to send and when to send the payments.  And, if they have trouble with the discipline to
stay with the plan, their bills can be paid by the system.  

Getting out of debt is not as simple as paying off the highest balance or the highest interest rate.  It takes
thousands of calculations to determine the most efficient formula to eliminate debt.  The personalized
Equity Creator® Financial Blueprint completes this task wonderfully.  It is not magic, it is only math.   

The custom Blueprint not only shows their current debt structure and a complete debt elimination schedule,
it also analyzes their mortgages, non-revolving and revolving debts and covers their needs and requirements
for their Emergency Fund, Insurance Protection, and Retirement Savings.  This is the complete package.  

The Equity Creator® System has been in the market place for more than a decade and has helped thousands
of families with their quest to become debt free.  The traditional delivery method has been financial
planners, CPA’s, estate attorneys, insurance and securities representatives, and even doctors.  The new
online platform will add to the existing delivery method a much faster way to help the masses.

The Blueprint also comes with the Equity Creator® Budgeting System.  A new way to budget for your
non-fixed debts such as groceries, auto expenses and other living expenses that cannot be paid off.  
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For additional information, view testimonial videos, general contact information, or to get a free snapshot,
visit http://www.findyourfreedomdate.com.

# # #

About EC Media Group, Inc.:
The Equity Creator® System from EC Media Group, Inc. has been in the market place for more than a
decade and has helped thousands of families with their quest to become debt free.  The traditional delivery
method has been financial planners, CPA’s, estate attorneys, insurance and securities representatives, and
even doctors.  The new online platform will add to the existing delivery method a much faster way to help
the masses.

Website: www.findyourfreedomdate.com

--- End ---
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